
From: Dianne Brandt
To: FWP Commission; FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2021 Wolf Season—Proposed Rules
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 2:20:13 PM

Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

I am writing to comment on the proposed rules for managing wolves under recently-passed
legislation.

The 2021 Legislature went too far, passing extreme anti-wolf measures that are out of step
with what most Montanans want. Wolf mortality is already at an all-time high–400 wolves died
in 2019 (300 by hunting & trapping). Expanding seasons and adding new wolf killing measures
is unnecessary and unwise.

Please keep snares off of the public lands where many Montanans like to recreate. They
create a hazard for people, pets and wildlife. And since snares are cheap, trappers may place
thousands out on the landscape, neglecting to pick them up after the trapping season closes.

Please retain the limited quotas for wolves adjacent to our National Parks—millions of tourists
spend money in Montana’s gateway communities around the National Parks, hoping to catch
a glimpse of a wolf, bear and other wildlife.

Please also continue to prohibit the use of bait and hunting at night.

The recovery of wolves in Montana is one of the great American wildlife conservation
achievements, about which Montanans are proud to have played a key role. Let’s keep it that
way with a conservative and cautious approach to wolf management. 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment.

Dianne Brandt 
dbrandtteach@yahoo.com 
649 Bayberry Lane 
Morrisville, Pennsylvania 19067

mailto:dbrandtteach@yahoo.com
mailto:FWComm@mt.gov
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov




From: Patricia Steinmuller (psteinmul@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:18:24 PM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

As a Montana resident, I request that the Commission adopt the Limited New Tools rules for each of the seven
options. I advocate for wolf management to be based on the scientific evidence and that ethical measures of fair-
chase principles be adopted for wolf hunting. Recovery of wolves in Yellowstone National Park is among the
greatest American wildlife conservation achievements. Montanans are proud to have played a key role in the wolf
recovery success up to the present.
Like thousands of others, I have contributed to the economy of Yellowstone National Park, West Yellowstone, and
Gardiner by purchasing and participating in wolf watching tours. Wolf watching, scientific studies, and all
associated activities are strong year-round economic drivers in gateway communities of Montana.  Thus, careful
consideration is needed regarding making decisions in buffer zones that may jeopardize the integrity of wolf packs
in Yellowstone National Park, destroy public trust, and negatively impact tou

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

Patricia Steinmuller 
952 Knolls Drive
Bozeman, MT 59715
psteinmul@msn.com
(406) 219-2315

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



From: Meg Sedgwick (meg.sedgwick@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 3:46:10 PM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

I am a hunter in Montana and believe wolves need to be protected for the better of wildlife populations. They take
out the sick and weak animals while we as hunters do the opposite. I?ve never seen a wolf in the wild and am hoping
I will one day. I believe in fair and not cruel practices in all aspects of hunting. I want wolves to be protected.

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

Meg Sedgwick  
107 Moose Trail Dr
Whitefish , MT 59937
meg.sedgwick@gmail.com
(406) 862-5170

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Jazmine Raymond (jazz.raymond@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:42:06 PM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

As said best by The Sierra Club, "The Commission has both the power and the responsibility to make decisions
based on science and fair-chase hunting principles, and to restore the public?s trust in Montana?s management of
wildlife."  Please protect wolves and restore trust in Montana's approach to wildlife management.

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

Jazmine Raymond 
1616 S 10th St W
Missoula, MT 59801
jazz.raymond@gmail.com
(406) 272-0188

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Caroline Kirsch
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:47:10 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Caroline Kirsch
2060 Waterford
Casper, WY 82609-3374
c_k_russell@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:c_k_russell@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Lewis Frazier
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:47:09 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Lewis Frazier
273 Gold Run Rd
Breckenridge, CO 80424-5779
lewisfrazier@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:lewisfrazier@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Lori Dixon
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:47:07 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Lori Dixon
6955 HWY 73
Evergreen, CO 80439
hopehavencolorado@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:hopehavencolorado@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Eric Stiff
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:47:05 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Eric Stiff
PO Box 907
Los Alamos, CA 93440-0907
estiff71@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:estiff71@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Becky English
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:24:41 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Becky English
819 S Williams St
Denver, CO 80209-4540
beckyrep@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:beckyrep@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Pamela Corey
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:22:49 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I'm sure you hate letters from out of state but this is everyone's
planet and killing off predator species in unscientific and inhumane.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Pamela Corey
425 N Broadway
Jericho, NY 11753-5039
pchorsedoc@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:pchorsedoc@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Patricia Barros A
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:22:20 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Patricia Barros A
Ramón A Jara 1445
Santiago, None 8320000
pattybarros_a@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:pattybarros_a@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Cindy Koch
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:21:58 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Cindy Koch
4207 Rose Ave
Long Beach, CA 90807-3020
ck55@verizon.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:ck55@verizon.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Gloria Tribe
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:21:52 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I am shocked that you would target wolves who are apex predators proven
to protect against bio diversity imbalance and spread of diseases.
Yellowstone park reintroduced wolves and proved the park improved and
flourished because of the wolves, shame on you not following fact based
proven science all for greed and business interests ahead of
environmental stability and bio diversity.

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Gloria Tribe
49 Glen park Avenue
New Plymouth, None 4310
kiwikat61@xtra.co.nz

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kiwikat61@xtra.co.nz
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Jon Snyder
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:21:48 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Jon Snyder
121 W 13th St
Concordia, KS 66901-4807
jonsjon.jon262@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jonsjon.jon262@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Susan Sellers
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:21:34 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

I'm also writing for my husband, Jerry Sellers, whose bucket list
carried a top notation to save the wolves. Jerry has been gone for
eleven years, however I still advocate for wolves in his memory. Wolves
play a special role in or ecosystem. They can be managed to protect the
ranchers and farmers needs without killing them outright. Do some
serious research and planning in order to make some changes before
killing them all.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Susan Sellers
PO Box 2373
PO Box 2373
Mission, KS 66201-2373
pdgsusanpsellers@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:pdgsusanpsellers@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov




From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Stacey Smith
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 3:52:12 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Stacey Smith
5East Grant St.
5East Grant St.
Henderson, KY 42420
ssmith1303@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:ssmith1303@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Regina Williams
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 3:47:07 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Regina Williams
1103 Pin Oak Dr
Suffolk, VA 23434-2524
aquariangrl@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:aquariangrl@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Brian Robinson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 3:47:06 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Brian Robinson
1073 Delo Ln
Cumming, GA 30041-6512
friesan872@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:friesan872@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Ethan Montgomery
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 3:46:58 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Ethan Montgomery
475 Oxford St N
Auburn, MA 01501-1939
tastyw4ffle@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:tastyw4ffle@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Karen Foster
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 3:46:58 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Karen Foster
73-1262 Akina Pl
Kailua Kona, HI 96740-9114
kfoster00@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kfoster00@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of J. Beverly
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 3:17:31 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I am writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

J. Beverly
803 Shurts St
Urbana, IL 61801-6858
jbeverly@illinois.edu

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jbeverly@illinois.edu
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Heather Murawski
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 2:51:56 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Heather Murawski
17929 W Spring Lake Dr SE
Renton, WA 98058-0610
kitten98055@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kitten98055@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Chris Pedone
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 2:22:11 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Chris Pedone
23090 Pinecrest Rd
Golden, CO 80401-9564
mickbellini@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:mickbellini@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Bethann Lane
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 2:17:45 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Bethann Lane
13 Oxford Dr
Lincolnshire, IL 60069-3140
otchdug@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:otchdug@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Anna Rincon
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 2:17:41 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Anna Rincon
18235 Napa Dr
Round Hill, VA 20141-3538
rinconanna@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:rinconanna@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Andrea Corwi
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 2:17:40 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems.  Yellowstone proves that!!
They are a keystone species and there are so few. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Andrea Corwi
4239 Campus Dr NE
Lacey, WA 98516-4001
andral@comcast.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:andral@comcast.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Katherine Wentworth
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 2:17:18 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Katherine Wentworth
3709 E Coffey Ln
Newberg, OR 97132-1595
katswent@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:katswent@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Linda Ridgely
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 1:52:06 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Linda Ridgely
Gala Dr
Indianapolis, IN 46240
lridgely104@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:lridgely104@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Beth Deuble
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 1:51:50 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Beth Deuble
1923 Olivebrook Ct
El Cajon, CA 92019-2065
bethd777@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:bethd777@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Judith Barnstead
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 1:47:00 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

I just watched a video that outlined the positive changes to the entire
ecosystem of Yellowstone since the reintroduction of wolves to the
park.  It is important to maintain a healthy wolf population.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Judith Barnstead
522 Kansas Ave
Grand Junction, CO 81507-1393
jkb4reading@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jkb4reading@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Beverly Nichols
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 1:46:59 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Beverly Nichols
932 Boulder Mesa Dr
Unit 101
Las Vegas, NV 89128-0337
beverlynichols58@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:beverlynichols58@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Ann Marie Sardineer
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 1:46:55 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Ann Marie Sardineer
233 Woodlawn Dr
Trafford, PA 15085-1232
acynk@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:acynk@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Julie Warrick
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 1:17:21 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Julie Warrick
2097 Highfield Rd
Waterford, MI 48329-3830
juloz1121@comcast.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:juloz1121@comcast.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Patricia Michel
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 12:51:59 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

Wolves are essential to the health of all your wildlife. Especially in
such a beautiful and biodiverse region such as Montana. We are now in a
time where we must preserve as much of the natural world as we are able
to.  Please don't cater to the return of ignorant and barbaric
destruction.

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Patricia Michel
3281 Riverton Rd
The Villages, FL 32162-7626
gotopeaches@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:gotopeaches@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Cheryl Flowers
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 12:51:58 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Flowers
3050 S Ridge Rd
Sault S Marie, MI 49783-9034
flowerindian@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:flowerindian@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Dr. Rin Porter
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 12:46:57 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I oppose the sweeping new laws that create the potential to expand the
slaughter of wolves in Montana through cruel and barbaric hunting
practices and to urge the Commission to exercise its authority to
protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Dr. Rin Porter
801 E 3rd St
Fairmont, MN 56031-4008
rporter@rea-alp.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:rporter@rea-alp.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Guacira Ribeiro
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 12:46:57 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Guacira Ribeiro
Collins Ave 15901 Apt 3501
Sunny Isles, FL 33160 4365
segugr@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:segugr@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Megan Feighery
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 12:46:56 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Megan Feighery
1359 E Oakland St
Rapid City, SD 57701-5955
megan.feighery@sdpb.org

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:megan.feighery@sdpb.org
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Mickey v. Br.
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 12:46:54 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Mickey v. Br.
PO Box 7
Fountain, MI 49410-0007
mickey.v.br@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:mickey.v.br@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Katherine Wentworth
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 12:46:50 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Katherine Wentworth
3709 E Coffey Ln
Newberg, OR 97132-1595
katswent@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:katswent@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Jon Snyder
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 12:17:06 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Jon Snyder
121 W 13th St
Concordia, KS 66901-4807
jonsjon.jon262@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jonsjon.jon262@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Valerie Nordberg
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 12:17:01 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect all wolves:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.  Wild animals
have as much right to live on this planet as we do and we have no right
to make laws
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http://deciding.how__;!!GaaboA!8nR5_J0AecK37jp5TFLFp75IODafKom9F7Ma29PNDckIy5E7PRBx2dAuIysI-
1I$  many may live and where.

I urge the Commission to to protect as many wolves as possible and not
to implement cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Valerie Nordberg
Lylytie 20
Riihimäki, None 11120
valerie.nordberg@elisanrt.fi

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:valerie.nordberg@elisanrt.fi
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http://deciding.how__;!!GaaboA!8nR5_J0AecK37jp5TFLFp75IODafKom9F7Ma29PNDckIy5E7PRBx2dAuIysI-1I$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http://deciding.how__;!!GaaboA!8nR5_J0AecK37jp5TFLFp75IODafKom9F7Ma29PNDckIy5E7PRBx2dAuIysI-1I$


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of MK Racine
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 12:17:00 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

MK Racine
3611 Bryant Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55409-1086
gigglesamerica@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:gigglesamerica@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Kathy Hill
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 12:16:58 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the heartless, unthinking decimation of wolf
populations across Montana.

I strongly urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many
wolves as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Kathy Hill
3688 Marris Rd
Erieville, NY 13061-3123
kathleenhill910@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kathleenhill910@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Gary Loew
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 12:16:55 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Gary Loew
7155 Roswell Rd
Apt 7
Atlanta, GA 30328-5419
garywloew@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:garywloew@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Kirsten Stone
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 11:47:28 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Kirsten Stone
328 Grassy Hill Rd
Woodbury, CT 06798-3115
khstone@erols.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:khstone@erols.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Holly Bollin
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 11:47:26 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Holly Bollin
370 Birchbark Trl
Aurora, OH 44202-9162
hbollin14@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:hbollin14@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Jacob Graf
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 11:47:06 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Jacob Graf
2774 Huron St
Roseville, MN 55113-1843
jacob.graf88@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jacob.graf88@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Graeme Cuffy
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 11:47:05 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Graeme Cuffy
66 Bassie Street Ext.
Valsayn, None 00000
graeme.cuffy@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:graeme.cuffy@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Cynthia Fusco
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 11:47:03 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Fusco
N25 river park dr
Pewaujee, WI 53072
cindy.fusco@icloud.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:cindy.fusco@icloud.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Darren Frale
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 11:21:45 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Darren Frale
875 Rome Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90065-3214
darrenfrale@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:darrenfrale@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Una Rose
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 10:47:11 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Una Rose
220-800 Adelaide St West
Toronto, ON M6J 3V6
una22001@yahoo.ca

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:una22001@yahoo.ca
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Valerie Peters
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 10:47:06 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Valerie Peters
5327 Foster Rd
Paradise, CA 95969-6219
hwy70river47@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:hwy70river47@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Connie Wilson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 10:47:05 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Connie Wilson
1658 Scott St
Saint Helena, CA 94574-1728
clw1956@comcast.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:clw1956@comcast.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Tania Cardoso
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 10:47:04 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Tania Cardoso
CRESCENT St
Brockton, MA 02302
tanmarie78@sapo.pt

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:tanmarie78@sapo.pt
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Ron Marek
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:51:32 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Ron Marek
20055 Highway 62 Unit 29
Shady Cove, OR 97539-9756
eagleize5@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:eagleize5@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Brooke Miltner
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:47:17 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Brooke Miltner
PO Box 561
PO Box 561
Pine, CO 80470-0561
bsmiltne1@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:bsmiltne1@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Tom France
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:47:16 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Tom France
1799 Fort Spring Pike
Ronceverte, WV 24970-9796
twf959@earthlink.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:twf959@earthlink.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Elizabeth Crosby
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:46:41 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

Please protect wolves- follow the science! Wolves help create healthy
biodiversity and healthy deer and elk herds. Please follow the science
and stop the slaughter!
I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Crosby
PO Box 217
PO Box 217
Deer Harbor, WA 98243-0217
eclairecrosby@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:eclairecrosby@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Priscilla Ballman
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:46:40 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Ballman
1144 Logana Pike
Nicholasville, KY 40356-9692
priscaball@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:priscaball@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Marla Feldhacker
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:47:10 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Marla Feldhacker
702 Watrous Ave
Des Moines, IA 50315-3542
feldhackermarla@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:feldhackermarla@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: tazcainfox@aim.com
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Montana 2021 Wolf Season Proposal
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 3:52:13 PM

To The Montana Authorities:

I urge the Commission and to make revisions to the 2021 Montana Wolf Season as soon as possible. 
These revisions will prevent animal needless and additional pain, suffering and cruelty.

Please revise:

Require 24-hour trap checks.
Prohibit the use of snares on public lands.
Obtain written permission from landowner for the use of snares.
Require wolf trapping certification inclusive of snaring for anyone trapping for wolves.
Require snares have diverters, relaxing lock, 275 lb. rated breakaway, a stop for a minimum
loop size of 10", and the bottom of the loop a minimum of 18" above the surface.
Limit the number of wolves who can be snared to one per certified trapper.
Limit the number of snares and leghold traps a trapper can set.
Require trappers keep maps of their snare locations. 
Prohibit power snares and the use of drags on traps and snares.
Require disclosures and warning signs for traps and snares on block management areas.
Revise wolf trapping season dates to January 2 - Feb 28 to try to avoid incidental trapping
of grizzlies and upland game bird dogs.
Prohibit the use of snares on high use areas of wintering elk and deer.
Apply setback of minimum 150’ to all public roads for traps and snares.
Require trapping warning signage at trail heads and high use recreational areas.
Establish 1 wolf quota or closure of the wolf season in units over elk management
objectives, where elk shoulder seasons occur, where chronic wasting disease has been
detected.
Maintain a maximum quota of 1 wolf in units adjacent to national parks. Overage comes off
the following year/s or adjacent applicable wolf management units.
Allow1 wolf per license.
Present the hide and skull of all trapped or shot wolves in an unfrozen condition to
designated FWP. 
Prohibit the use of bait and night hunting of wolves.
Require the reporting of all non-target catches.

Thank you,
Troy Regan
Mesa, Arizona 
85203

mailto:tazcainfox@aim.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Margaret Alexander
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] wolves are important
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:47:03 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

Please Montana, don't be as barbaric as Idaho in regard to wolf
populations.  Cows and sheep are replaceable, wild animals are not.  I
have vowed to not spend any money whatsoever in Idaho.  I like Montana
a lot, as long as it stays friendly to wild creatures.

Specifically:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Margaret Alexander
1116 Tano Del Este
Santa Fe, NM 87506-7530
cmmalexander@cybermesa.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:cmmalexander@cybermesa.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Malou Anderson-Ramirez
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2021 Wolf Proposal
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:20:50 AM

Friends in Helena,

A rancher here in Southwestern MT, ranching and living next to Yellowstone Park. 
Let's be careful on the bigger picture here. Let's honor all of our struggles while we try to
maintain agriculture and wide open spaces in places like the GYE. Let's remember we're all
just trying to remain- both the HUMAN and the NON-HUMAN. 

We have a variety of preventative measures in terms of livestock loss for ranchers who live
and work in wild places. And we're always happen to share and gather information around
this. Why not, right? 

Please reach out if you have any questions. Montana can do better than these proposals. 
Montana IS better than these proposals. 

Thank you! 

mailto:malou.andersonramirez@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Jean Dunbar
To: FWP Commission; FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2021 Wolf Season—Proposed Rules
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 9:07:46 PM

Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

I am writing to comment on the proposed rules for managing wolves under recently-passed
legislation.

The 2021 Legislature went too far, passing extreme anti-wolf measures that are out of step
with what most Montanans want. Wolf mortality is already at an all-time high–400 wolves died
in 2019 (300 by hunting & trapping). Expanding seasons and adding new wolf killing measures
is unnecessary and unwise.

Please keep snares off of the public lands where many Montanans like to recreate. They
create a hazard for people, pets and wildlife. And since snares are cheap, trappers may place
thousands out on the landscape, neglecting to pick them up after the trapping season closes.

Please retain the limited quotas for wolves adjacent to our National Parks—millions of tourists
spend money in Montana’s gateway communities around the National Parks, hoping to catch
a glimpse of a wolf, bear and other wildlife.

Please also continue to prohibit the use of bait and hunting at night.

The recovery of wolves in Montana is one of the great American wildlife conservation
achievements, about which Montanans are proud to have played a key role. Let’s keep it that
way with a conservative and cautious approach to wolf management. 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment. 
Please protect the wolves. They are essential to our ecosystem.

Mrs. Jean Dunbar

Jean Dunbar 
jdunbar60@gmail.com 
322 Blackhawk Ln 
Belgrade, Montana 59714

mailto:jdunbar60@gmail.com
mailto:FWComm@mt.gov
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Jara Sunshine
To: FWP Commission; FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2021 Wolf Season—Proposed Rules
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 8:03:31 PM

Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

I am writing to comment on the proposed rules for managing wolves under recently-passed
legislation.

The 2021 Legislature went too far, passing extreme anti-wolf measures that are out of step
with what most Montanans want. Wolf mortality is already at an all-time high–400 wolves died
in 2019 (300 by hunting & trapping). Expanding seasons and adding new wolf killing measures
is unnecessary and unwise.

Please keep snares off of the public lands where many Montanans like to recreate. They
create a hazard for people, pets and wildlife. And since snares are cheap, trappers may place
thousands out on the landscape, neglecting to pick them up after the trapping season closes.

Please retain the limited quotas for wolves adjacent to our National Parks—millions of tourists
spend money in Montana’s gateway communities around the National Parks, hoping to catch
a glimpse of a wolf, bear and other wildlife.

Please also continue to prohibit the use of bait and hunting at night.

The recovery of wolves in Montana is one of the great American wildlife conservation
achievements, about which Montanans are proud to have played a key role. Let’s keep it that
way with a conservative and cautious approach to wolf management. 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment.

Jara Sunshine 
jadeinsf@gmail.com 
695 John Muir Drive 
San Francisco, California 94132

mailto:jadeinsf@gmail.com
mailto:FWComm@mt.gov
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Gloria Phillip
To: FWP Commission; FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2021 Wolf Season—Proposed Rules
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 5:57:31 PM

Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

I am writing to comment on the proposed rules for managing wolves under recently-passed
legislation.

The 2021 Legislature went too far, passing extreme anti-wolf measures that are out of step
with what most Montanans want. Wolf mortality is already at an all-time high–400 wolves died
in 2019 (300 by hunting & trapping). Expanding seasons and adding new wolf killing measures
is unnecessary and unwise.

Please keep snares off of the public lands where many Montanans like to recreate. They
create a hazard for people, pets and wildlife. And since snares are cheap, trappers may place
thousands out on the landscape, neglecting to pick them up after the trapping season closes.

Please retain the limited quotas for wolves adjacent to our National Parks—millions of tourists
spend money in Montana’s gateway communities around the National Parks, hoping to catch
a glimpse of a wolf, bear and other wildlife.

Please also continue to prohibit the use of bait and hunting at night.

The recovery of wolves in Montana is one of the great American wildlife conservation
achievements, about which Montanans are proud to have played a key role. Let’s keep it that
way with a conservative and cautious approach to wolf management. 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment.

Gloria Phillip 
gloria.phillip@mso.umt.edu 
605 Benton Avenue 
Missoula, Montana 59801

mailto:gloria.phillip@mso.umt.edu
mailto:FWComm@mt.gov
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Theresa Rollins
To: FWP Commission; FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2021 Wolf Season—Proposed Rules
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 1:56:34 PM

Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

I am writing to comment on the proposed rules for managing wolves under recently-passed
legislation.

The 2021 Legislature went too far, passing extreme anti-wolf measures that are out of step
with what most Montanans want. Wolf mortality is already at an all-time high–400 wolves died
in 2019 (300 by hunting & trapping). Expanding seasons and adding new wolf killing measures
is unnecessary and unwise.

Please keep snares off of the public lands where many Montanans like to recreate. They
create a hazard for people, pets and wildlife. And since snares are cheap, trappers may place
thousands out on the landscape, neglecting to pick them up after the trapping season closes.

Please retain the limited quotas for wolves adjacent to our National Parks—millions of tourists
spend money in Montana’s gateway communities around the National Parks, hoping to catch
a glimpse of a wolf, bear and other wildlife.

Please also continue to prohibit the use of bait and hunting at night.

The recovery of wolves in Montana is one of the great American wildlife conservation
achievements, about which Montanans are proud to have played a key role. Let’s keep it that
way with a conservative and cautious approach to wolf management. 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment.

Theresa Rollins 
13tresee@gmail.com 
34 Woodside Rd 
Thompson Falls, Montana 59873

mailto:13tresee@gmail.com
mailto:FWComm@mt.gov
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: AMY GREER
To: FWP Commission; FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2021 Wolf Season—Proposed Rules
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 6:18:47 AM

Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

I am writing to comment on the proposed rules for managing wolves under recently-passed
legislation.

The 2021 Legislature went too far, passing extreme anti-wolf measures that are out of step
with what most Montanans want. Wolf mortality is already at an all-time high–400 wolves died
in 2019 (300 by hunting & trapping). Expanding seasons and adding new wolf killing measures
is unnecessary and unwise.

Please keep snares off of the public lands where many Montanans like to recreate. They
create a hazard for people, pets and wildlife. And since snares are cheap, trappers may place
thousands out on the landscape, neglecting to pick them up after the trapping season closes.

Please retain the limited quotas for wolves adjacent to our National Parks—millions of tourists
spend money in Montana’s gateway communities around the National Parks, hoping to catch
a glimpse of a wolf, bear and other wildlife.

Please also continue to prohibit the use of bait and hunting at night.

The recovery of wolves in Montana is one of the great American wildlife conservation
achievements, about which Montanans are proud to have played a key role. Let’s keep it that
way with a conservative and cautious approach to wolf management. 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment.

P.S.Dear Sir and Madam, this letter that is way more eloquent than I can be yet states what I
want to tell you. I will add that trapping is not fair chase and neither is the proposed baiting and
night hunting. 
I will add a quote that I included in another letter: "It takes nothing away from a human to be
kind to an animal." ~Joaquin Phoenix

AMY GREER 
sbalgreer@hotmail.com 
2142 POPPY LANE 
CORVALLIS, Montana 59828

mailto:sbalgreer@hotmail.com
mailto:FWComm@mt.gov
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Heidi Handsaker
To: FWP Commission; FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2021 Wolf Season—Proposed Rules
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 12:51:47 AM

Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

I am writing to comment on the proposed rules for managing wolves under recently-passed
legislation.

The 2021 Legislature went too far, passing extreme anti-wolf measures that are out of step
with what most Montanans want. Wolf mortality is already at an all-time high–400 wolves died
in 2019 (300 by hunting & trapping). Expanding seasons and adding new wolf killing measures
is unnecessary and unwise.

Please keep snares off of the public lands where many Montanans like to recreate. They
create a hazard for people, pets and wildlife. And since snares are cheap, trappers may place
thousands out on the landscape, neglecting to pick them up after the trapping season closes.

Please retain the limited quotas for wolves adjacent to our National Parks—millions of tourists
spend money in Montana’s gateway communities around the National Parks, hoping to catch
a glimpse of a wolf, bear and other wildlife.

Please also continue to prohibit the use of bait and hunting at night.

The recovery of wolves in Montana is one of the great American wildlife conservation
achievements, about which Montanans are proud to have played a key role. Let’s keep it that
way with a conservative and cautious approach to wolf management. 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment.

Heidi Handsaker 
angelgirlforeverl@gmail.com 
918 Avenue C 
Billings, Montana 59102

mailto:angelgirlforeverl@gmail.com
mailto:FWComm@mt.gov
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Diana Vanek (vanekdiana@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 4:55:39 PM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

I oppose the proposals designed to slaughter wolves to drastically reduce their numbers.  Allowing motorized
rundown, night lights, baiting, hounds, and snares/traps all violate MT?s fair-chase hunting tradition.
Trapping is a barbaric and unnecessarily cruel 'sport' with a terrible record of collateral damage to endangered
species such as lynx. Moreover, several friends have had the traumatic experience of having their dogs killed or
maimed by a trap set near recreational trails.
Wolves are an apex predator serving an important ecological function by removing weakened and CWD-diseased
prey, thereby maintaining a natural balance. I host many out-of-state family and visitors who appreciate the presence
of wolves and understand their important role in protecting biodiversity in Yellowstone NP.
MT?s tourist economy and reputation would suffer if a wolf slaughter on the scale of Wisconsin?s were allowed to
occur.  Stewardship values and science should guide wolf management decisions.

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

Diana Vanek 
4030 Sourdough Rd
Bozeman, MT 59715
vanekdiana@hotmail.com
(406) 546-4254

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



From: katy Bassett (shewolf@bmi.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 3:05:44 PM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

Why oh why do we have to go back to outdated methods to so called wildlife management??

Klling wildlife for money is not true conservation or sensible. Our precious wilderness{what is left of it} is the
biggest part of what makes this beautiful state .....Stop , destroying what we have. I live on a wilderness /human
interface and the howl of a wolf is better t than your words .

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

katy Bassett 
1343 Dirt Rd
VICTOR, MT 59875
shewolf@bmi.net
(406) 546-9556

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Mary Hogan (mhogan@cox.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 5:11:05 PM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

Mary Hogan 
PO Box 3113
Hailey, ID 83333
mhogan@cox.net
(208) 788-6341

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Beth J Taylor Wilson (bethwilson77@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 11:36:21 AM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

I lived in Jackson Hole, Wyoming when wolves were re-introduced. I know how much reintroduction helped
tourism and improved the health of the Yellowstone Ecosystem. Please let`s not go backward.

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

Beth J Taylor Wilson 
2404 Glen Drive
Missoula, MT 59804
bethwilson77@hotmail.com
(307) 690-3027

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Mark Bould (bouldmark@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 3:53:17 AM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

Mark Bould 
1435 Whitefish Hills Drive 
Whitefish, MT 59937
bouldmark@hotmail.com
(406) 730-4245

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: William Egan (wjeganiii@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 10:25:52 PM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

Our environment and the the wildlife, including wolves, in that environment need to be protected and not destroyed.
What sort of sportsman needs to trap a wolf?

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

William Egan 
PO Box 745
Bigfork , MT 59911
wjeganiii@gmail.com
(925) 788-2173

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: June Mohler Mitman (pterygophora@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 8:53:10 PM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

Wolves are an important part of the native wildlife community, that makes Montana a beautiful place to live.  As we
have seen in Yellowstone, their return has restored a more natural balance of prey and predators, resulting in
healthier riparian habitats and the subsequent return of many other species.  Wolves are a part of Montana and they
belong. 

We already have plenty of cattle, doing plenty of damage all over the landscape, especially to small waterways.  I
am tired of hearing cattle owning neighbors go on and on about how bad wolves are, while their neglected cows
wander in the road at all hours, trample the creek into a stinking mud wallow, and eat up all the native vegetation. 
Cattle ranchers should learn to live with wolves, look after their herds better, and accept losing a few cows to
predators, instead of constantly demanding that our wolves and other native wildlife be removed from our public
land to protect their private businesses.

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

June Mohler Mitman 
540 Elkhorn Ln
Butte, MT 59701
pterygophora@earthlink.net
(406) 494-4235

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



From: Catharine Carey (cgc57@bresnan.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 8:46:55 PM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

I am totally opposed to cruel and painful treatment of animals which would include snares and traps.  There is no
reason to kill a wolf at all unless he/she is known to have eaten one's livestock.  In my opinion wolves have as much
right to live as humans.

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

Catharine Carey 
3525 Duncan Drive
Missoula, MT 59802
cgc57@bresnan.net
(406) 543-1024

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Donna Obermiller (donnaobermiller70@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 7:16:26 PM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

Please do all you can to restrict the impact of  Montana's hunting regulations.  Wolves keep down disease in sick
elk, they stop overgrazing by wildlife, which leads to less errosion near rivers, improving fishing.  Baiting and
snaring kills pets, grizzlies, and lynx.  We need to address the need to safeguard all life in the face of mass
extinction and climate crisis.  Please consider what i have said.  Thank You.

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

Donna Obermiller 
P.O. Box 2246
Laramie, WY 82073
donnaobermiller70@gmail.com
(307) 460-8991

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Kathy Molesh (kathymolesh@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 5:03:16 PM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

Management of a species, especially an apex species that greatly impacts an entire eco- system should be made
based on data, science, and ethics. I am very disappointed with the Governor's push for unethical hunting and
trapping practices to greatly reduce this species. I am fully aware of the financial aspects of this proposal. If this
proposal is approved what type of wilderness/habitat has been left for future generations and how can we accept
such unethical treatment of animals? Please do what is right not what makes wealthy individual's wealthier.   

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

Kathy Molesh 
674 Bittersweet Way
Corvallis, MT 59828
kathymolesh@yahoo.com
(406) 531-3437

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Hamilton Clement (hamilton.wclement@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 3:54:18 PM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

Hamilton Clement 
116 1/2 south ave w
Missoula , MT 59801
hamilton.wclement@yahoo.com
(406) 214-1436

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: gayle gregovich (ggfg7621@bresnan.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 1:56:15 PM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

gayle gregovich 
2609 5th avenue north
great falls, MT 59401
ggfg7621@bresnan.net
(406) 452-7621

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Jill Abbott Stoltzfus (jabbstoltz@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 8:11:43 PM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

Tnis wolf hunting and trapping legislation is unethical.  It is unscientific based. Stop this proposed unnecessary
killing proposal. Stop going backwards.

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

Jill  Abbott Stoltzfus 
619 N. Willson Ave.
Bozeman, MT 59715
jabbstoltz@msn.com
(406) 579-8785

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Patricia Koleini (patkolein@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on 2021/2022 Wolf Hunting Regulations
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 6:21:22 AM

Dear Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission,

You stupid Republicans keep screwing up the world with your backward ideas. You are antithetical to life, and then
you lie and call yourselves Christians. What a joke that is!! You have done a great job of screwing things up, and yet
like alcoholics who can't face the actualities of life, you refuse to notice. I'm beginning to believe that being a
Republican is as much of a sickness as alcoholism or drug addiction. It involves that same divorce from reality. It's
no wonder that we have an epidemic of opioid addiction in the United States. Do you really need to take everybody
else down with you? Can't you just be satisfied with harming yourselves? It's the same with COVID, with climate
change, and even with the insurrection at the Capitol in Washington, DC. You're a bunch of idiots!! And, I do
believe you have become evil people, sadly.

I am commenting today to urge the Commission to use your discretion and authority to restore the public?s trust in
Montana?s wildlife management, and to take a measured and prudent approach with the state?s 2021/2022 wolf
hunting and trapping regulations proposal. Grey Wolves are a native keystone species; they play an important
ecological role in balancing natural systems and reducing the spread of fatal wildlife diseases such as Chronic
Wasting Disease by culling sick animals from herds. Additionally wolves in the Northern Rockies are key to re-
establishing wolf populations in the Pacific Northwest. Millions of people come every year to the Rockies for the
chance to see a wolf in the wild.

We urge you to preserve Montana?s historically reasoned and science-based approach to wildlife management,
which unfortunately regressed back to the 1800s with a host of extreme bills targeted at wolves and other species in
the recent legislative session. As members of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission, you have the opportunity
and responsibility to restore public trust and to continue a rational, science-based approach to wolf management.

Specifically, we urge you to severely limit snaring, which threatens not only wolves but also threatened grizzly
bears and Canada lynx and other wildlife on both public and private lands, as well as pets. We urge you to heed the
cautions expressed by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) wildlife professionals in regard to incidental capture
of grizzly bears in snares and human safety threats, and urge you not to extend the hunting and trapping season in
either the fall or spring. Please do not allow unethical measures including baiting and spotlighting of wolves, or the
killing of an unlimited number of wolves by a single license holder. All of these measures destroy the public?s trust
in Montana?s management of wolves and other wildlife and are antithetical to fair-chase hunting principles. We
urge you not to eliminate the wolf quotas in hunting districts adjacent to Montana?s National Parks. Lastly, as FWP
has reported, there has already been a 15-20% decline in the wolf population as a result of increased wolf mortality
in last year?s hunting and trapping season. We urge you not to enact measures to further reduce the wolf population.
To help restore public trust, all incidental capture of wildlife must be reported immediately and that information
made available to the public on an annual basis, and the trigger for rapid consideration of in-season adjustments of
the wolf hunting regulations should be based on a much more cautious approach to wolf mortality than what FWP
has recommended.

Sincerely,

Patricia Koleini 
4385 Rose Hill St
Boise, ID 83705
patkolein@gmail.com
(208) 914-3212

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: wotan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Heide Hennen
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Disgusting, thats what the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals are
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:11:51 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

I object that tax dollars are being used to kill, kill and kill a little more.  Not only is it unnecessary, but it is also
disgustingly inhuman, shows no respect for life and nature.

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Heide Hennen
San Mateo, CA 94402
wotan@msn.com

mailto:wotan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:wotan@msn.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Christian Johnson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:21:48 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Christian Johnson
202 1st St
Pilot Mound, IA 50223-7703
applecomputers08@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:applecomputers08@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Joy James
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:17:24 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Joy James
56 Palmer Ave
Buffalo, NY 14217-1910
essej2013@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:essej2013@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Brenda Messmer
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:17:16 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Brenda Messmer
15721 Violet Rd
Crittenden, KY 41030-9631
mbmessmer52@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:mbmessmer52@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Jo Jones
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 8:51:24 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Jo Jones
1290 Caracas Ave
Clearwater, FL 33764-5026
gojojorn@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:gojojorn@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Nancy Crider
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 8:46:49 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Nancy Crider
481 Main St N
Woodbury, CT 06798-2129
nancinct@fastmail.fm

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:nancinct@fastmail.fm
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Heather Turbush
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 8:16:32 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Heather Turbush
10 Hickory Ct
Wading River, NY 11792-3108
hturbush@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:hturbush@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Karen Freeman
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 7:46:21 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Karen Freeman
8711 Rustling Mdws
San Antonio, TX 78254-5605
kfreemanrn@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kfreemanrn@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Maja Mackenzie
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 6:46:07 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Maja Mackenzie
500 Military Trl
Jupiter, FL 33458-5799
majamackenzie@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:majamackenzie@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Teresa Young
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 6:16:32 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Teresa Young
125 Virginia Dr
Bristol, VA 24201-2732
tbyoung@bvu.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:tbyoung@bvu.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of gilava falah
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 5:50:59 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

gilava falah
shohada
lahijan, None 448522
emperor.of.darkness000666@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:emperor.of.darkness000666@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of jean Polous
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 5:16:07 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

jean Polous
5834 E 77th Street
Apt 203#
Burbank, IL 604591234
schurzparent2006@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:schurzparent2006@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Judith Bayer
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 4:50:54 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Judith Bayer
11536 Alkaid Dr
San Diego, CA 92126-1370
jbayer820@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jbayer820@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Tem Narvios
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 3:20:53 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Tem Narvios
1425 Visitacion Ave
San Francisco, CA 94134-2756
winevitable@sbcglobal.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:winevitable@sbcglobal.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Gfhg Fg
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 11:45:31 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Gfhg Fg
Kaka
Kaka, GA 42312-0077
sweety.shivi@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:sweety.shivi@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Gfhg Fg
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 11:45:30 PM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Gfhg Fg
Kaka
Kaka, GA 42312-0077
sweety.shivi@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:sweety.shivi@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Laura Taylor
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 10:28:30 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Laura Taylor
657 Corbin Rd
Franklin, NC 28734-7149
ltalor@msn.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:ltalor@msn.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of james field
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 9:58:26 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

Your " laws are for ordinary folks, not me "  Montana
governor got a " almost slap on the wrist " from wildlife
officials over killing of a radio-collared wolf near Yellowstone in
February just weeks after taking office. Gianforte trapped and then
shot the male wolf on Feb. 15 about 16 kilometers north of the park. I
can't imagine any " sportsman " or real " hunter "
I know, resorting to such pitiful, despicable, behavior. First setting
a trap, then shooting a helpless animal. What kind of sorry excuse for
a human being engages in that kind of  " manly " action? Oh,
yeah, a gutless coward!

The male wolf was 6 to 7 years old and had been born in Yellowstone
National Park. It was fitted with a radio collar to track its movements
in 2018, park spokesperson Morgan Warthin said. The animal was a member
of the park's Wapiti Lake and 8 Mile packs, then went off on its own to
find a mate.

Trappers have the option to release radio collared animals so they can
continue to be used for research. The certification course the newly
elected Governor failed to take includes instruction on the importance
of radio collared wolves to monitor the population and manage wolf pack
attacks on livestock.

"A wolf that's been wearing a radio collar is going to be a terrible
trophy, because those collars mess up the fur around their neck," said
Carter Niemeyer, a former wolf recovery coordinator for the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service. "And then symbolically, you've got a wolf that
researchers spent thousands of dollars on, and then to have somebody
thoughtlessly kill that animal when they could have released it back to
research -- that's a lot of poor judgement."

Wolves are critical Apex predators essential to maintaining healthy
ecosystems. You really want to help this imbecile slaughter 90% of
Montana's wolves. If so, you are no better and no smarter than this
dufus governor is.

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jtfld@msn.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible  ( that is to say most of them ) in implementing new laws.
This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands; unfortunately, most other
animals didn't learn to read and write while attending elementary
school so will end up in snares intended for wolves. Duh!
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible ( again, that is to say, most of them ) in implementing
these mindless, cruel, and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

james field
508 Candado Pl
El Paso, TX 79912-2701
jtfld@msn.com



From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of John Turner
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 8:28:13 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

John Turner
3122 Woodbury Rd
Shaker Hts, OH 44120-2443
jwt2093@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jwt2093@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Kelley Coleman-Slack
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 7:28:08 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Kelley Coleman-Slack
1811 34th St
Bellingham, WA 98229-3246
kelleycoleman77@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kelleycoleman77@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of June Heilman
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 6:58:06 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

June Heilman
8930 W Buckskin Rd
Pocatello, ID 83201-9109
jheilman.id@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jheilman.id@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Patricia Ann Moody
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 6:28:18 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Patricia Ann Moody
10 Wilkens Dr
Dumont, NJ 07628-1132
princesspat1109@icloud.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:princesspat1109@icloud.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Patricia Ann Moody
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 6:28:02 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Patricia Ann Moody
10 Wilkens Dr
Dumont, NJ 07628-1132
princesspat1109@icloud.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:princesspat1109@icloud.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Amanda Smock
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 5:27:57 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Amanda Smock
176 Downs St
Kingston, NY 12401-3537
addiesmock@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:addiesmock@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of JOHN B MORGEN
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 5:27:56 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm  expressing  my opposition to sweeping new laws that create the
potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through cruel
and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to exercise
its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana. I
urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves as
possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

Again, I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many
wolves as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

JOHN B MORGEN
1644 Primrose Ave
Beaumont, CA 92223-7167
jbmorgen1@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jbmorgen1@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Christine B.
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 5:27:56 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Christine B.
726 Longford Dr
Gastonia, NC 28056-3900
christinebiela@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:christinebiela@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Teresa Young
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 5:27:55 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Teresa Young
125 Virginia Dr
Bristol, VA 24201-2732
tbyoung@bvu.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:tbyoung@bvu.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Sophie and Jim Swirczynski
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 4:57:53 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Sophie and Jim Swirczynski
297 Hawthorne Ave
Eugene, OR 97404-3179
swirz@cyber-dyne.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:swirz@cyber-dyne.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Christine B.
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 4:27:51 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Christine B.
726 Longford Dr
Gastonia, NC 28056-3900
christinebiela@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:christinebiela@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Natalie Malec
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 4:27:49 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Natalie Malec
6256 S Range Rd
La Porte, IN 46350-8172
nataliemalec@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:nataliemalec@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Christine B.
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 3:57:44 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Christine B.
726 Longford Dr
Gastonia, NC 28056-3900
christinebiela@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:christinebiela@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Thom Peters
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 3:27:43 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Thom Peters
7725 Riverview Rd
Snohomish, WA 98290-5884
voice4wild@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:voice4wild@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Denise Bonk
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 3:27:41 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Denise Bonk
2608 E Venango St
Philadelphia, PA 19134-5514
dmbonk10@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:dmbonk10@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Zoe Quinn
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 2:27:46 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Zoe Quinn
194 Federal St Apt 1
Salem, MA 01970-3295
zquinn@live.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:zquinn@live.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Zoe Quinn
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 2:27:39 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Zoe Quinn
194 Federal St Apt 1
Salem, MA 01970-3295
zquinn@live.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:zquinn@live.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Graciela Rosato
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 1:57:39 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Graciela Rosato
Arxiduc Luís Salvador, 53 - 1º "B"
Palma de Mallorca, None 07004
graleph@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:graleph@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Elizabeth Seltzer
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 1:27:45 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Seltzer
11 W Ridge Rd
Media, PA 19063-2542
ees01@earthlink.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:ees01@earthlink.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Lynne Glaeske
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 1:27:37 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing in opposition to sweeping new laws that create the
potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through cruel
and barbaric hunting practices, and to urge the Commission to exercise
its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Lynne Glaeske
3945 S Uinta St
Denver, CO 80237-1503
lglaeske@comcast.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:lglaeske@comcast.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Norma Campbell
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 12:59:02 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands; Ban killing by Denning.
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Norma Campbell
37 Decorah Ln
Campbell, CA 95008-2424
sqrrlady@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:sqrrlady@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Michael Rosa
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 12:57:33 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Michael Rosa
PO Box 784
Windsor, CT 06095-0784
michaelrosa1999@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:michaelrosa1999@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Tammy Lettieri
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 12:27:30 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm opposed to sweeping new laws that create the potential to expand
the slaughter of wolves in Montana through cruel and barbaric hunting
practices and to urge the Commission to exercise its authority to
protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Tammy Lettieri
3302 Carambola Cir S
Coconut Creek, FL 33066-2147
tammylettieri@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:tammylettieri@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Erin Worth
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 11:58:57 AM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Erin Worth
4912 Woodbreeze Ct
Windermere, FL 34786-8831
wendyworth2015@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:wendyworth2015@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Daniela Rossi
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 10:57:18 AM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Daniela Rossi
Via Roma, 15
Pomezia (Rome), ID 83210
danieladdt@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:danieladdt@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Grace Mattson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 9:57:18 AM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Grace Mattson
522 Beneficial Pl
Henderson, NV 89012-7231
capkate@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:capkate@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Wendy McGuire
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 9:27:07 AM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Wendy McGuire
650 Corcoran Ave Apt 29
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4244
33wendyjo@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:33wendyjo@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Judith Murphy
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 8:57:06 AM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Judith Murphy
21 Jeremy Dr
East Lyme, CT 06333-1545
riccosuavez.21@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:riccosuavez.21@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Alice Moore
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 8:57:05 AM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Alice Moore
63 Mountain Rd
Rindge, NH 03461-5013
agauffin@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:agauffin@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Sarah Thomas
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 5:26:51 AM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Sarah Thomas
York
York
York, NY 12345
sarahthomas92015@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:sarahthomas92015@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Lauren Ellul
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 4:56:50 AM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Lauren Ellul
0 Heathcote Ct
New York, NY 10001
lozzae@live.com.au

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:lozzae@live.com.au
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Madhulika Singh
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 4:56:48 AM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Madhulika Singh
1000 Kiely Blvd
Santa Clara, CA 95051-4803
eactivist@preetirangsanctuary.org

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:eactivist@preetirangsanctuary.org
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Mary Kay Hanamann
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 4:56:46 AM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Mary Kay Hanamann
454 Van Caster Dr
Green Bay, WI 54311-5739
marykayh@new.rr.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:marykayh@new.rr.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Madhulika Singh
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 4:56:42 AM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Madhulika Singh
1000 Kiely Blvd
Santa Clara, CA 95051-4803
eactivist@preetirangsanctuary.org

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:eactivist@preetirangsanctuary.org
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Cristina Medina
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 3:26:37 AM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Cristina Medina
17 Bay e
San Francisco, CA 94133
midggard@rocketmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:midggard@rocketmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Helen Webb
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 11:56:19 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Helen Webb
31 E Highland Ave
Redlands, CA 92373-6880
helweb857@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:helweb857@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Rhonda Robinson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 10:56:15 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Rhonda Robinson
17650 Roper Ct
Reno, NV 89508
rr.cattitude@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:rr.cattitude@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Christopher Toye
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 10:26:18 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Christopher Toye
2185 160th St
Clarinda, IA 51632-5019
hampden57@yahoo.co.uk

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:hampden57@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Heidi Steinert-Bresilge
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 9:56:10 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Heidi Steinert-Bresilge
703 Esta Dr
Plano, IL 60545-2019
conoverschnuck4@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:conoverschnuck4@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Julie du Bois
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 9:56:09 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Julie du Bois
8352 Starkland Ave
West Hills, CA 91304-3049
julesdubois84@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:julesdubois84@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of K Danowski
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 9:26:07 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

K Danowski
688 Artvue Dr
Pittsburgh, PA 15243-1671
silver_kd@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:silver_kd@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Claudio Simoes
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 8:57:40 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Claudio Simoes
650 5th Avenue
New York, NY 10019
claudio.serranegra@gmail.com

Sincerely,

Claudio Simoes
650 5th Ave
New York, NY 10019-6108
claudio.sh@bol.com.br

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:claudio.sh@bol.com.br
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Heloisa Mattos
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 8:56:06 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Heloisa Mattos
650 5th Avenue
New York, NY 10019
helomatt@bol.com.br

Sincerely,

Heloisa Mattos
650 5th Ave
New York, NY 10019-6108
helomatt@bol.com.br

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:helomatt@bol.com.br
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Claudio Henriques
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 8:56:06 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Claudio Henriques
650 5th Avenue
New York, NY 10019
claudio.sh@bol.com.br

Sincerely,

Claudio Henriques
650 5th Ave
New York, NY 10019-6108
claudio.sh@bol.com.br

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:claudio.sh@bol.com.br
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Claudio Mattos
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 8:56:05 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Claudio Mattos
650 5th Avenue
New York, NY 10019
clamatt@bol.com.br

Sincerely,

Claudio Mattos
650 5th Ave
New York, NY 10019-6108
clamatt@bol.com.br

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:clamatt@bol.com.br
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Heloisa New York
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 8:56:03 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Heloisa Henriques
650 5th Avenue
New York, NY 10019
helomat@bol.com.br

Sincerely,

Heloisa New York
650 5th Ave
New York, NY 10019-6108
gustavinhoanjos@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:gustavinhoanjos@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Rosalyn Rohloff
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 8:26:02 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Rosalyn Rohloff
4450 Holman St
Golden, CO 80403-1854
corgipackmama@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:corgipackmama@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Carol Joan Patterson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 7:25:54 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Carol Joan Patterson
1421 County Road 323
Eureka Springs, AR 72632-9812
joanie.patterson@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:joanie.patterson@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Shadoe Drury
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 6:55:51 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Shadoe Drury
130 N 10th St
Connellsville, PA 15425-2411
shadoe6703@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:shadoe6703@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Dan Larivey
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 6:55:50 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Dan Larivey
213 Jolliffe Cir
Boyce, VA 22620-9713
dlarivey@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:dlarivey@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Richard Byerly
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 6:55:49 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Richard Byerly
211 N Main St
Sharpsburg, PA 15215-2020
rickbyerly412@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:rickbyerly412@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of G. V. Christensen
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 6:25:47 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

G. V. Christensen
PO Box 308
Springerville, AZ 85938-0308
gchris36@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:gchris36@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Gisela Ryter
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 6:25:46 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Gisela Ryter
2915 NE Sandy Dr
Bend, OR 97701-5884
giselavest@icloud.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:giselavest@icloud.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Regina Williams
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 5:57:15 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Regina Williams
1103 Pin Oak Dr
Suffolk, VA 23434-2524
aquariangrl@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:aquariangrl@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of G. V. Christensen
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 5:55:52 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

G. V. Christensen
PO Box 308
Springerville, AZ 85938-0308
gchris36@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:gchris36@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Cheryl Flowers
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 5:55:52 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Flowers
3050 S Ridge Rd
Sault S Marie, MI 49783-9034
flowerindian@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:flowerindian@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Tory Ewing
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 5:55:46 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Tory Ewing
18238 Sunset Ln
Omaha, NE 68135-1726
tsewing@timfram.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:tsewing@timfram.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Larry Hilf
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 4:55:40 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Larry Hilf
85 Willowcrest Dr
Rochester, NY 14618-4337
lmhilf1966@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:lmhilf1966@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Laura Schmid
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 4:25:33 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Laura Schmid
1673 Holeman Dr
Erie, CO 80516-6011
schmid.laura@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:schmid.laura@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Jan Hammond
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 3:25:28 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Jan Hammond
8340 N Thornydale Rd
Tucson, AZ 85741-1162
jan_ham@msn.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jan_ham@msn.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Cristina Novelo
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 2:55:24 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Cristina Novelo
Rafael Garcia Auly 64
Veracruz, None 91910
lestat_th@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:lestat_th@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Nancy Mullins
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 2:25:22 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Nancy Mullins
401 Hilbert St
Kalamazoo, MI 49006-3140
nancysculptor@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:nancysculptor@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Eddie Pittmon
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 1:25:24 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Eddie Pittmon
105 Banleys St
Gretna, VA 24557-4017
occfan71@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:occfan71@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Mary Tober
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 1:25:19 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Mary Tober
82 Old Post Rd
Lancaster, NY 14086-3263
foxber@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:foxber@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Rhonda Patterson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 12:55:14 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Rhonda Patterson
919 Krumsville Rd
Kutztown, PA 19530-9174
cappi06@verizon.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:cappi06@verizon.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Tony Raymond
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 12:25:41 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Tony Raymond
973 Circle Dr
Baltimore, MD 21227-2323
traymond51@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:traymond51@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Edward Spevak
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 12:25:14 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Edward Spevak
6982 Pernod Ave
Saint Louis, MO 63139-2118
zoospevak@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:zoospevak@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of C. Kasey
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 12:25:09 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

C. Kasey
9317 Guenevere Pl
Mechanicsville, VA 23116-2781
omni_girl@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:omni_girl@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Jeffrey Shires
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 11:25:30 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Shires
2 Kirkfield Ct
Rockville, MD 20850-3018
jmsjazzfan@comcast.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jmsjazzfan@comcast.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Alexis Rossiter
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 11:25:16 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Alexis Rossiter
PO Box 1621
North Highlands, CA 95660-1621
alexrossiter@sbcglobal.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:alexrossiter@sbcglobal.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of David Evans
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 10:55:02 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

David Evans
3 Gildas Close
Pentre'r Cwrt
Llantwit Major, None Cf612sl
daveeev@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:daveeev@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Greta Albritton
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 9:55:01 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Greta Albritton
409 Washington St
PO Box 1555
Whiteville, NC 28472-3010
gretastarr42@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:gretastarr42@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Carolyn Greene
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 9:54:58 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Greene
7120 N Manlius Rd
Kirkville, NY 13082-9770
cgreene4445@twcny.rr.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:cgreene4445@twcny.rr.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Carol Lawrence
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 9:54:57 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Carol Lawrence
1090 Murray Rd Spc 66 # 66
Mckinleyville, CA 95519-3448
greysful@suddenlink.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:greysful@suddenlink.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Art Raya
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 9:54:57 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Art Raya
1250 N Kirby St
Hemet, CA 92545-3311
asraya123@gmqail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:asraya123@gmqail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Carolynn Freeman
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 9:54:57 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

Please do not break the ecological chain. We have been working to
repair this for so long. Let us not have a crisis like Australia, does
man learn nothing from history. This is a senseless waste of our most
valuable of natural resources. Please I'm writing to express my
opposition to sweeping new laws that create the potential to expand the
slaughter of wolves in Montana through cruel and barbaric hunting
practices and to urge the Commission to exercise its authority to
protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Carolynn Freeman
2532 Gabriel Ave
Zion, IL 60099-2529
wng-n-aprear@sbcglobal.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:wng-n-aprear@sbcglobal.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Denise Bonk
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 9:25:01 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Denise Bonk
2608 E Venango St
Philadelphia, PA 19134-5514
dmbonk10@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:dmbonk10@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Marleen Neus
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 9:24:57 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Marleen Neus
Zeedijk
30/0001
Blankenberge, DC 11111
marleen.neus@proximus.be

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:marleen.neus@proximus.be
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Kim Lauber
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 8:24:51 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Kim Lauber
5976 Stone Creek Dr
Evergreen, CO 80439-6584
kimlauber@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kimlauber@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Joy James
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 8:24:49 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Joy James
56 Palmer Ave
Buffalo, NY 14217-1910
essej2013@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:essej2013@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Kevin Smith
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 8:24:49 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Kevin Smith
10265 Ulmerton Rd
Lot 239
Largo, FL 33771-4139
kjsmith65@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kjsmith65@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Elizabeth Watts
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 8:24:49 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Watts
513 SE 27th Way
Boynton Beach, FL 33435-8904
elizabeth.watts@verizon.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:elizabeth.watts@verizon.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Cheryl Ferendo
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 7:54:50 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Ferendo
5108 Valley Pine Ct
Frederick, MD 21703-7432
cferendo@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:cferendo@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Christina Gorman
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 7:54:49 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Christina Gorman
8 Whitney Dr
Woodstock, NY 12498-1934
cnamrog@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:cnamrog@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Tara Murphy
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 7:54:49 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Tara Murphy
827 Zermatt Ct
Hummelstown, PA 17036-8506
taracarinmurphy@icloud.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:taracarinmurphy@icloud.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Deirdre Cochran
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 7:54:48 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Deirdre Cochran
1024 21st St SW
Loveland, CO 80537-7082
aqua44ocean44@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:aqua44ocean44@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of RICKY Sloan
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 7:24:54 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

RICKY Sloan
1037 Tryon Cir
Spring Hill, FL 34606-5250
piperpaco57@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:piperpaco57@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Kathryn Trussell
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 7:24:48 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Trussell
348 Stonebridge Cir
Savannah, GA 31419-9827
kathryntrussell@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kathryntrussell@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Debbera Blackwell
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 6:56:20 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Debbera Blackwell
57 Boylston St Apt 1
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-4667
durgadum@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:durgadum@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Evelyn Parker
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 2:54:20 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Parker
119 Private Road 4422
Rhome, TX 76078-2602
evyp5534@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:evyp5534@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Lena Ingesson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 1:54:16 AM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Lena Ingesson
Östra Karaby
Marieholm, None 24171
minnaboz@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:minnaboz@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Deborah Murphy
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 11:54:06 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Deborah Murphy
6995 Hadley Dr
Brooksville, FL 34602-7473
deborahfth@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:deborahfth@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of L M
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 11:54:05 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

L M
18823 Cove Mill Ln
Cypress, TX 77433-3386
marshallteam@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:marshallteam@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Kellie Evilsizer
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 11:54:04 PM

Jul 24, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Kellie Evilsizer
9801 Stonelake Blvd
Austin, TX 78759-5940
kellie_evilsizer@msn.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kellie_evilsizer@msn.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Cory Trimble
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 10:54:08 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Cory Trimble
6103 Talavera Ct
Alexandria, VA 22310-1800
cstrimb@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:cstrimb@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of R Odom
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 9:54:06 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

R Odom
218 Milky Way Dr
Fort Collins, CO 80525-3928
rbriscoe89@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:rbriscoe89@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Carolyn Riddle
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 9:54:03 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Riddle
12133 Metric Blvd
Austin, TX 78758
riddlegame@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:riddlegame@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Jennifer Hayes
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 9:53:58 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hayes
385 Leif Cir
Crescent City, CA 95531-8111
xandysmom@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:xandysmom@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Jennifer Hayes
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 8:53:55 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hayes
385 Leif Cir
Crescent City, CA 95531-8111
xandysmom@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:xandysmom@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Gloria Schwob
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 8:53:52 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Gloria Schwob
16412 Bixler Ave
Paramount, CA 90723-5564
gloria255@att.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:gloria255@att.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Midori Nakayama
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 7:53:47 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Midori Nakayama
110 Gonzalez Dr
San Francisco, CA 94132-2406
midori7412@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:midori7412@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Theodora Boura
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 7:53:45 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Theodora Boura
11 Montfern Ave
Brighton, MA 02135-2693
theo.vidianos@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:theo.vidianos@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Joanne W
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 5:53:38 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Joanne W
5028 Dierker Rd
Columbus, OH 43220-5265
jwnnd72@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:jwnnd72@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Lisa Harding
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 5:53:34 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Lisa Harding
7140 Cisco Gardens Rd
Jacksonville, FL 32219-2723
trueyellowdog@aol.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:trueyellowdog@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Jenny Nicklin
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 5:23:31 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Jenny Nicklin
921 Shokat Dr
Ojai, CA 93023-9727
chameleonojai@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:chameleonojai@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Heather Ruckman
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 4:53:28 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Heather Ruckman
35 McKenzie Ave
Wellsburg, WV 26070-3119
heatheruckman@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:heatheruckman@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Alice West
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 4:24:20 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Alice West
315 1st Ave E
Grand Marais, MN 55604-3106
alice.m.west@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:alice.m.west@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Dianna Wynn
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 3:23:30 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Dianna Wynn
811 E Oak St
Silver City, NM 88061-7159
diannawynn@live.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:diannawynn@live.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Francine Lipka
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 2:23:55 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Francine Lipka
125 Highland Blvd
Keansburg, NJ 07734-1153
fran1253@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:fran1253@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Carrie West
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 2:23:49 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Carrie West
3605 N Franklin St
Muncie, IN 47303-1124
cewest67@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:cewest67@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Izabela Bogusawska
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 2:23:48 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Izabela Bogusawska
Kalinowa
16
Jedlicze B, None 95-073
izabela.boguslawska@wp.pl

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:izabela.boguslawska@wp.pl
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Ferhan Öztürk
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 2:23:46 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Ferhan Öztürk
stanbul
stanbul, None 3400
ferhannurova@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:ferhannurova@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Greg Stawinoga
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 1:53:27 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Greg Stawinoga
1247 E 168th Pl
South Holland, IL 60473-3151
RKL9763@cs.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:RKL9763@cs.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Kimberly Sheehan
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 1:23:50 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Sheehan
896 Boston Rd
Billerica, MA 01821-6134
kimberly.sheehan@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:kimberly.sheehan@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Bruce Wood
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 1:23:48 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Bruce Wood
190 Albany St
Cambridge, MA 02139-4208
bwood@psfc.mit.edu

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:bwood@psfc.mit.edu
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Cindy Kirby
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 12:53:31 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Cindy Kirby
1380 Vista Colorado
Santa Fe, NM 87506-1209
clknc@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:clknc@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Anna Sims
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 12:53:07 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Anna Sims
2247 Lacy St
Burlington, NC 27215-5340
a.sims56@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:a.sims56@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Matt Clowes
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 12:53:02 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Matt Clowes
34 London Road
Canterbury, None CT2 8LN
mattclowes32@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:mattclowes32@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Barbara Wallesz
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 12:23:47 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Barbara Wallesz
4915 Samish Way Unit 79
Bellingham, WA 98229-8952
wallesz@comcast.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:wallesz@comcast.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Allison Alberts
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 11:53:16 AM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Allison Alberts
128 Bernies Dr
Kunkletown, PA 18058-7280
aaalberts@hotmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:aaalberts@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Sandra Johnson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 10:54:19 AM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Sandra Johnson
1036 W Crows Wing Way
Ivins, UT 84738-6364
bluesage10@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:bluesage10@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Barbara Rogulski
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 10:22:52 AM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Barbara Rogulski
17137 Louise St
Livonia, MI 48152-3413
brogulski@mi.rr.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:brogulski@mi.rr.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of David Sickles
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 9:53:15 AM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

David Sickles
4965 Highland Dr
Willoughby, OH 44094-5726
daveohiodave@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:daveohiodave@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Greg Weber
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 9:53:15 AM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Greg Weber
25533 133rd Ave NE
Arlington, WA 98223-6829
gregweber@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:gregweber@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Barbara Stone
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to PROTECT WOLVES!! STOP MONTANA"S MURDEROUS KILLING FIELDS!
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 10:54:01 PM

Jul 23, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my EXTREME OPPOSITION to sweeping new laws that
create the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana
through cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission
to exercise its authority to protect wolves.

MONTANA IS A HORRIBLE EXAMPLE REGARDING RESPONSIBLE WILDLIFE PRACTICES.
IT IS A MURDEROUS, KILLING GROUND.  STOP THE TORTURE AND MURDER.  NOW.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Barbara Stone
424 Belanger St
Grosse Pointe Farms, MI 48236-3202
barbarast2@yahoo.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:barbarast2@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Shelley Teraoka
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:21:49 AM

Jul 26, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Shelley Teraoka
29085 NW Fair St
North Plains, OR 97133-2040
shelleyjteraoka@gmail.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:shelleyjteraoka@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: 04shooter@gmail.com
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Hunting
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:02:50 AM

Hi, I am a non resident hunter and not familiar with your page. I’m wondering prices for all animals as non resident.

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:04shooter@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: cewest67@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carrie West
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:16:04 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Carrie West
Muncie, IN 47303
cewest67@gmail.com

mailto:cewest67@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cewest67@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: eajasiewicz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edward Jasiewicz
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:16:02 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Edward Jasiewicz
Pittsburgh, PA 15208
eajasiewicz@verizon.net

mailto:eajasiewicz@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:eajasiewicz@verizon.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: samueldasilvamatos62@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Samuel Matos
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:16:01 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Samuel Matos
Willimantic, CT 06226
samueldasilvamatos62@gmail.com

mailto:samueldasilvamatos62@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:samueldasilvamatos62@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: mommadocjax@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wendy Honigman
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:16:01 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Wendy Honigman
Jacksonville, FL 32257
mommadocjax@bellsouth.net

mailto:mommadocjax@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mommadocjax@bellsouth.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: christafowler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Fowler
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:16:00 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Linda Fowler
Tampa, FL 33604
christafowler@hotmail.com

mailto:christafowler@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:christafowler@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: lollimilore@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Olga Milore
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:52 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Olga Milore
Islas Baleares 07010
lollimilore@yahoo.com

mailto:lollimilore@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lollimilore@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Kristalroebuck@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristal Roebuck
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:22 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Kristal Roebuck
Raleigh, NC 27609
Kristalroebuck@gmail.com

mailto:Kristalroebuck@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Kristalroebuck@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: krisssssskristoune@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hernandez Christine
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:17 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Hernandez Christine
Po 66180
krisssssskristoune@hotmail.com

mailto:krisssssskristoune@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:krisssssskristoune@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: smcgee1107@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandra McGee
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:17 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Sandra McGee
Waukegan, IL 60085
smcgee1107@gmail.com

mailto:smcgee1107@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:smcgee1107@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: shirlnmike@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shirlee Harris
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:16 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Shirlee Harris
BC V9l6l2
shirlnmike@hotmail.com

mailto:shirlnmike@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:shirlnmike@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: herbert.staniek@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Herbert Staniek
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:12 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Herbert Staniek
Vienna 1060
herbert.staniek@hotmail.com

mailto:herbert.staniek@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:herbert.staniek@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Sheenawest16@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debbie Testaguzza
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:11 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Debbie Testaguzza
Aromas, CA 95004
Sheenawest16@gmail.com

mailto:Sheenawest16@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Sheenawest16@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: fistofrage16@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dawn Roden
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:11 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Dawn Roden
Fullerton, CA 92833
fistofrage16@yahoo.com

mailto:fistofrage16@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:fistofrage16@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: rteel5@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rhonda Teel
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:09 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Rhonda Teel
Phoenix, AZ 85020
rteel5@cox.net

mailto:rteel5@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rteel5@cox.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: tatievanile@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Valérie Paillard
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:08 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Valérie Paillard
OK 77176
tatievanile@gmail.com

mailto:tatievanile@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tatievanile@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: taillebois.mfrance@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marie-France TAILLEBOIS
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:08 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Marie-France TAILLEBOIS
Sélectionner 77610
taillebois.mfrance@sfr.fr

mailto:taillebois.mfrance@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:taillebois.mfrance@sfr.fr
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: odandrea8@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Olivia D"Andrea
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:06 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Olivia D'Andrea
Blue Bell, PA 19422
odandrea8@gmail.com

mailto:odandrea8@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:odandrea8@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: trake22@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Teresa Hammond
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:06 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Teresa Hammond
Albuquerque, NM 87109
trake22@comcast.net

mailto:trake22@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:trake22@comcast.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: louientai@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of karyn bennett
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:04 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
karyn bennett
Mableton, GA 30126
louientai@bellsouth.net

mailto:louientai@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:louientai@bellsouth.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: bwats6111@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bonnie Watson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:03 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Bonnie Watson
Baldwinsville, NY 13027
bwats6111@gmail.com

mailto:bwats6111@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bwats6111@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: vandubry@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bryan VanDuinen
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:02 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Bryan VanDuinen
Whitmore Lake, MI 48189
vandubry@gmail.com

mailto:vandubry@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:vandubry@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: mamacindymama@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cynthia McCoy
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:02 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Cynthia McCoy
Unity, ME 04988
mamacindymama@gmail.com

mailto:mamacindymama@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mamacindymama@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: tatratt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lora Ogar
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:01 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Lora Ogar
Staten Island, NY 10304
tatratt@optonline.net

mailto:tatratt@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tatratt@optonline.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: maureenbuckler456@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cynthia Thornton
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:57 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Cynthia Thornton
Ogden, UT 84414
maureenbuckler456@gmail.com

mailto:maureenbuckler456@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:maureenbuckler456@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: dorothyswy8@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dorothy Savage
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:57 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Dorothy Savage
Rock Springs, WY 82901
dorothyswy8@yahoo.com

mailto:dorothyswy8@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dorothyswy8@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: jbrightwalker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bright Walker
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:57 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Bright Walker
Emerald Isle, NC 28594
jbrightwalker@hotmail.com

mailto:jbrightwalker@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jbrightwalker@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Catskelly@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shirley Kelly
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:55 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Shirley Kelly
Conroe, TX 77302
Catskelly@aol.com

mailto:Catskelly@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Catskelly@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: mmds93@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michelle Delmastro
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:52 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Michelle Delmastro
Miami, FL 33166
mmds93@gmail.com

mailto:mmds93@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mmds93@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: lynnet@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lynne Teplin
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:46 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Lynne Teplin
Bronxville, NY 10708
lynnet@lagcc.cuny.edu

mailto:lynnet@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lynnet@lagcc.cuny.edu
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: cathyreynolds@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cathy Reynolds
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:46 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Cathy Reynolds
Walters, OK 73572
cathyreynolds@juno.com

mailto:cathyreynolds@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cathyreynolds@juno.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: jquirk66@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joseph Quirk
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:36 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Joseph Quirk
New York, NY 10009
jquirk66@gmail.com

mailto:jquirk66@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jquirk66@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: bmcshane313@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bonnie McShane
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:36 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves, and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

I strongly oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase ethics and
increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I do not support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comments on this important issue.

Sincerely,
Bonnie McShane
Devon, PA 19333
bmcshane313@gmail.com

mailto:bmcshane313@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bmcshane313@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: ingerebodvin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Inger Elisabeth Bodvin
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:35 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Inger Elisabeth Bodvin
2815
ingerebodvin@icloud.com

mailto:ingerebodvin@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ingerebodvin@icloud.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: themap1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marlene Phelan
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:32 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Marlene Phelan
Stony Point, NY 10980
themap1@hotmail.com

mailto:themap1@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:themap1@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: lurpteam3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Dudley
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:31 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Mary Dudley
Long Beach, CA 90808
lurpteam3@hotmail.com

mailto:lurpteam3@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lurpteam3@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: jdigiovanni@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jacquelyn Digiovanni
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:29 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Jacquelyn Digiovanni
Pittsford, NY 14534
jdigiovanni@rochester.rr.com

mailto:jdigiovanni@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jdigiovanni@rochester.rr.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: josilou@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joelle SACHET
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:23 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Joelle SACHET
03370
josilou@outlook.fr

mailto:josilou@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:josilou@outlook.fr
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: akullander@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Annelie Kullander
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:23 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Annelie Kullander
Sweden 13666
akullander@yahoo.se

mailto:akullander@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:akullander@yahoo.se
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: morzenti@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of eugenia morzenti
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:21 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
eugenia morzenti
20152
morzenti@hotmail.it

mailto:morzenti@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:morzenti@hotmail.it
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: madrsrch@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susanne Madden
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:17 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Susanne Madden
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293
madrsrch@aol.com

mailto:madrsrch@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:madrsrch@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: shelleyruthwyndham@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shelley Wyndham
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:17 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Shelley Wyndham
Chambersburg, PA 17201
shelleyruthwyndham@gmail.com

mailto:shelleyruthwyndham@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:shelleyruthwyndham@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: skrutten18@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cristina Hansson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:15 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Cristina Hansson
Larv 53462
skrutten18@live.se

mailto:skrutten18@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:skrutten18@live.se
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: schuster426@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Holly Chromek
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:15 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Holly Chromek
Itasca, IL 60143
schuster426@att.net

mailto:schuster426@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:schuster426@att.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: ingohamann@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susanne Hamann
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:14 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Susanne Hamann
Chesterfield, VA 23838
ingohamann@me.com

mailto:ingohamann@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ingohamann@me.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: l.congdon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura Congdon
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:14 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Laura Congdon
Lewes, DE 19958
l.congdon@yahoo.com

mailto:l.congdon@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:l.congdon@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: gdan.oh9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dan Melius
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:12 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Dan Melius
Grass Valley, CA 95945
gdan.oh9@gmail.com

mailto:gdan.oh9@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gdan.oh9@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: bmuradian@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Becky Muradian
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:12 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

This is unconscionable. Do you have any respect for life? Farmers are not able to work with nature? Too bad
because there are much better alternatives. How would you like this garbage happening to your family? Montana
already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already decreasing.
The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Becky Muradian
San Rafael, CA 94912
bmuradian@yahoo.com

mailto:bmuradian@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bmuradian@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: jenalah@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Corrigan
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:10 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Corrigan
Snohomish, WA 98290
jenalah@netscape.net

mailto:jenalah@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jenalah@netscape.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: ncabel26@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Najla Cabello
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:07 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Najla Cabello
Olney, MD 20832
ncabel26@gmail.com

mailto:ncabel26@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ncabel26@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: luciredo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Luciana Redolfi
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:00 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Luciana Redolfi
Bergamo 24100
luciredo@gmail.com

mailto:luciredo@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:luciredo@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: cascadexpr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Larry Glickfeld
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:57 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Larry Glickfeld
Wenatchee, WA 98801
cascadexpr@aol.com

mailto:cascadexpr@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cascadexpr@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: proctor2090@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ian Proctor
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:57 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Ian Proctor
Stevens Point, WI 54481
proctor2090@yahoo.com

mailto:proctor2090@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:proctor2090@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: michaelacrutchley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ela Crutchley
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:57 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Ela Crutchley
AK 06844
michaelacrutchley@gmail.com

mailto:michaelacrutchley@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:michaelacrutchley@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: ficrookes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Fiona Crookes
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:54 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Fiona Crookes
Cornwall TR166AR
ficrookes@yahoo.co.uk

mailto:ficrookes@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ficrookes@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: gettinold1964@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Roxanne Ritter
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:54 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Roxanne Ritter
Geneseo, IL 61254
gettinold1964@yahoo.com

mailto:gettinold1964@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gettinold1964@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: marids61@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of MCarmen Diaz
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:53 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
MCarmen Diaz
Albacete 02660
marids61@hotmail.com

mailto:marids61@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:marids61@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: natalie.grybiene@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Natalie Grybiene
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:51 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Natalie Grybiene
Rifle, CO 81650
natalie.grybiene@gmail.com

mailto:natalie.grybiene@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:natalie.grybiene@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: troyhorses16@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lindi Engelbrecht
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:49 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Lindi Engelbrecht
New York, NY 10023
troyhorses16@gmail.com

mailto:troyhorses16@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:troyhorses16@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: carolinalduvin46@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carolina Alduvín
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:43 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Carolina Alduvín
Out of the USA 11101
carolinalduvin46@gmail.com

mailto:carolinalduvin46@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:carolinalduvin46@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: monaeliseolsen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mona Olsen
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:32 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Mona Olsen
Norway 1580
monaeliseolsen@gmail.com

mailto:monaeliseolsen@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:monaeliseolsen@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: nadinesnedeker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nadine Snedeker
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:31 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Nadine Snedeker
Wilkes Barre, PA 18702
nadinesnedeker@yahoo.com

mailto:nadinesnedeker@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:nadinesnedeker@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: maria@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maria Kjaerulff
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:30 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Maria Kjaerulff
Gig Harbor, WA 98335
maria@mariabarnowl.com

mailto:maria@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:maria@mariabarnowl.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: cometbetsy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lotte Sonnenschein
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:28 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Lotte Sonnenschein
Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07677
cometbetsy@aol.com

mailto:cometbetsy@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cometbetsy@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: imoden23@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Irene Moden
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:24 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Irene Moden
Aurora, CO 80011
imoden23@aol.com

mailto:imoden23@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:imoden23@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: patti7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patricia Stock
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:21 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

At this time the state of Montana is at the bottom of my list for visiting.  I will be sure to encourage my friends to
not spend a dime there.  The slaughter of the wolves must stop.  The legislators in this state have gone rabid and
must be stopped.
Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Patricia Stock
Olmsted Falls, OH 44138
patti7@cox.net

mailto:patti7@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:patti7@cox.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: ccampione@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carmella Campione
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:20 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Carmella Campione
Wheeling, WV 26003
ccampione@csjoseph.org

mailto:ccampione@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ccampione@csjoseph.org
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: cscurnow@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Connie Curnow
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:19 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Connie Curnow
Bountiful, UT 84010
cscurnow@msn.com

mailto:cscurnow@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cscurnow@msn.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: suzimorse@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Morse
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:17 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Susan Morse
Vancouver, WA 98683
suzimorse@centurylink.net

mailto:suzimorse@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:suzimorse@centurylink.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: mparham7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Myriam Parham
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:13 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Myriam Parham
Dade City, FL 33525
mparham7@yahoo.com

mailto:mparham7@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mparham7@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: renee@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Renee Ivy
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals. Wolves should be considered no less than any

other creature. I understand cattlemen and their concerns but cattle should not have more priority than
everything else. The secret is the balance.

Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:11 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Renee Ivy
Salem, OR 97303
renee@gunriver.com

mailto:renee@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:renee@gunriver.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: danielle.regis-constant@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Danielle REGIS-CONSTANT
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:09 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Danielle REGIS-CONSTANT
IL 95100
danielle.regis-constant@orange.fr

mailto:danielle.regis-constant@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:danielle.regis-constant@orange.fr
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: trevail@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristina Trevail
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:06 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Kristina Trevail
Palatine, IL 60067
trevail@comcast.net

mailto:trevail@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:trevail@comcast.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: john.hannan.williams@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Williams
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:05 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
John Williams
Jackson, WY 83001
john.hannan.williams@gmail.com

mailto:john.hannan.williams@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:john.hannan.williams@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: trothdelmar@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Twila Roth
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:05 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Twila Roth
Encinitas, CA 92023
trothdelmar@yahoo.com

mailto:trothdelmar@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:trothdelmar@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: karenwells8646@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Hall
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:13:04 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Why must you continue your corruption and cater to bloodthirsty murderers? Are the payoffs you receive in return
for allowing rampant murder of wolves, really worth it? Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping
seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or
approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Karen Hall
Lake Geneva, WI 53147
karenwells8646@att.net

mailto:karenwells8646@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:karenwells8646@att.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: ken.gamauf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kenneth Gamauf
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:59 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Kenneth Gamauf
Boulder, CO 80306
ken.gamauf@gmail.com

mailto:ken.gamauf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ken.gamauf@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: ahack088@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amaris Hackney
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:58 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Amaris Hackney
Culpeper, VA 22701
ahack088@live.com

mailto:ahack088@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ahack088@live.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: tdfrier@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tina Frier
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:57 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Tina Frier
Other 5000
tdfrier@hotmail.com

mailto:tdfrier@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tdfrier@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: m_yesia@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Yesia
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:55 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Mark Yesia
Corona, CA 92880
m_yesia@yahoo.com

mailto:m_yesia@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:m_yesia@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: anthelucy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cristina Tirelli
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:53 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Cristina Tirelli
Emilia Romagna 42123
anthelucy@gmail.com

mailto:anthelucy@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:anthelucy@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: elena.albanese@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elena Albanese
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:53 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Elena Albanese
Canyon Country, CA 91387
elena.albanese@yahoo.com

mailto:elena.albanese@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:elena.albanese@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: rpingham@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert INGHAM
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:50 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Robert INGHAM
West Yorkshire HD1 4HZ
rpingham@btinternet.com

mailto:rpingham@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rpingham@btinternet.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: nmbonde6@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Bonde
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:49 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Nancy Bonde
Nevada City, CA 95959
nmbonde6@yahoo.com

mailto:nmbonde6@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:nmbonde6@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: quasibriggs@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Briggs
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:47 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Susan Briggs
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
quasibriggs@yahoo.com

mailto:quasibriggs@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:quasibriggs@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Bakermils@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Baker
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:46 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
John Baker
Fort Collins, CO 80524
Bakermils@hotmail.com

mailto:Bakermils@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Bakermils@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: dckane@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Danielle Kane
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:44 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Danielle Kane
Lafayette, IN 47909
dckane@gmail.com

mailto:dckane@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dckane@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: turn2112@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kim Bigley
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:42 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Kim Bigley
Houston, TX 77009
turn2112@aol.com

mailto:turn2112@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:turn2112@aol.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: pennypenze2000@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of vicki call
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:41 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
vicki call
Santee, CA 92071
pennypenze2000@yahoo.com

mailto:pennypenze2000@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:pennypenze2000@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: nancy48809@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Benner
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:40 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Nancy Benner
Belding, MI 48809
nancy48809@gmail.com

mailto:nancy48809@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:nancy48809@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: nguy_nic@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nicole Nguyen
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:40 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

I am very disappointed in the leadership of Montana and saddened by the treatment of wolves and other predators in
the state.  I will no longer spend any tourist dollars in the state and cancelled our trip to Glacier Park this year. 
Nature belongs to nature and everyone, not just the few “hunters” and ranchers in your state who are cruel and kill
for the joy of killing.  Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf
population is already decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing
wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Nicole Nguyen
Olympia, WA 98512
nguy_nic@yahoo.com

mailto:nguy_nic@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:nguy_nic@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: gypsybarko@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sue Harrington
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:39 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Sue Harrington
Sarona, WI 54870
gypsybarko@gmail.com

mailto:gypsybarko@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gypsybarko@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Tocechin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tuire Cechin
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:38 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Wolves are being exterminated at alarming rate. They are an important part of the ecosystem.

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Tuire Cechin
Glenwood, IA 51534
Tocechin@q.com
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From: ebupshaw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Upshaw
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:33 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Upshaw
Greenwood, MS 38930
ebupshaw@gmail.com
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From: mylilmykey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marguerite Monroe
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:27 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Marguerite Monroe
Anthony, TX 79821
mylilmykey@gmail.com
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From: wbg750@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Max Borman
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:27 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Max Borman
Whippany, NJ 07981
wbg750@gmail.com
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From: dpeters8891@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dana Peters
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:24 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Dana Peters
San Diego, CA 92109
dpeters8891@gmail.com
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From: ecbII@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edward Beall
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:18 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Edward Beall
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
ecbII@hotmail.com
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From: xberea@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Martha Scherzer
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:16 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Martha Scherzer
Trout Creek, MT 59874
xberea@blackfoot.net
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From: pjbeacom@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pamela Beacom
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:07 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Pamela Beacom
Park City, UT 84098
pjbeacom@gmail.com
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From: rsburger13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of ryan burger
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:00 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
ryan burger
Lincoln, NE 68507
rsburger13@hotmail.com
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From: dbn409@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Nelson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12:00 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
David Nelson
Tucson, AZ 85715
dbn409@q.com
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From: tonychodwyer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tony Cho
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:11:59 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Tony Cho
Catonsville, MD 21228
tonychodwyer@gmail.com
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From: vallepatt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Valle Patterson
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:11:57 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Valle Patterson
Jacksonville, FL 32246
vallepatt@hotmail.com
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From: Peeweefan78@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kelly Miller
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:11:48 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Kelly Miller
Oceanside, CA 92056
Peeweefan78@hotmail.com
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From: judithraeavera@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judith Rae Avera
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:11:45 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Judith Rae Avera
Fruitland Park, FL 34731
judithraeavera@aol.com
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From: mgshealy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Melody Shealy
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:11:41 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Melody Shealy
Walhalla, SC 29691
mgshealy@sdoc.org
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From: lezahwolfe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hazel McCoy
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:11:04 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Hazel McCoy
Longmont, CO 80501
lezahwolfe@gmail.com
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From: maryannsodrel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Ann Sodrel
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:11:01 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

We must save all creatures on our planet.  Don't you know--extinction is forever.

Sincerely,
Mary Ann Sodrel
New Albany, IN 47150
maryannsodrel@icloud.com
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From: bjmiller1247@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Miller
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:11:01 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Barbara Miller
Woodbury, NJ 08096
bjmiller1247@Gmail.com
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From: diana@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diana Keyser
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 10:17:43 PM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Diana Keyser
Carbondale, CO 81623
diana@delko.net
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From: godwinaustenn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jonathan Wall
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 2:24:37 PM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

I recently watched a live stream of the anti-wolf bills that passed through the Montana legislature. The scene was of
a chairman or moderator calling on individuals to speak. These individuals were divided into pro-wolf and anti-wolf
camps. It is predictable what each said.

In attendance was a state wildlife biologist. But in this hearing chamber - where the lives of these animals, who at
this moment were living their lives completely unaware that their fates were being decided on thin sheets of paper
by old men in suits - the biologist did not speak. He did not provide numbers and charts and the years upon years of
data his state has compiled on these animals.

Instead, he was allotted a time to answer questions by the members of the Montana legislature in the room. And the
single question he was asked, by some politician seated in a cushy chair behind a formica table, was this: in regards
to the actual price of wolf pelts. Didn’t they fetch a bit more than the earlier speaker had suggested? This was the
question. Not questions on elk herd numbers, or livestock predation. Not of pack movement and prey dispersion,
and the health of herds. Of how wolves target the weak, sick, and injured of a herd, therefore strengthening it over
time. Not of numbers on livestock predation, or on the effectiveness of non-lethal measures. Of all the obvious damn
things science has already plainly shown. In this hearing the biologist did not speak. Instead we heard anecdotes
from anti-wolf people and then we heard the sentiments of those who wish to save them. Like the back and forth
political comments on Facebook. The fates of these animals in balance. And the biologist did not speak.

That’s the thing though, the numbers tell a wildly different story than the narrative put forward by those who wish to
see these animals killed. Their narrative is one of voracious out-of-control unnatural killers who are decimating elk
herds and livestock, without any natural checks, who kill for fun, and who through their monstrous behavior are
savagely destroying the western way of life.  There are too many of them! We are being overrun ! This is the
narrative they sell, peppered with anecdotes of helpless hunters being surrounded by voracious wolf packs and
empty forests that used to be brimming with elk and other animals but now are silent. And oh! How that story of
unnatural, insatiable killers imposed on a region by a tyrannical federal government sells. And like all good lies, it
holds the smallest grains of truth.

But fear sells. You know that don’t you?

Idaho’s SB1211, which has been signed into law and Montana’s SB314, which has been signed but awaits final
approval, bypass state Fish and Wildlife biologists to follow language written by ranching lobbyists, hunting
organizations, and politicians in order to kill more wolves. These laws are motivated by false narratives that directly
contradict data and decades of study by wildlife biologists.

They seek to kill all the wolves in their states, down to the number of 150, which is a number below which Federal
Endangered Species act protections will kick back in, thus removing their ability to kill. This will be a slaughter of
thousands of animals by any means necessary. Killing by airplane, snowmobile , snare - they seek to kill pups in
their den. Many wolves will die and many will suffer. The proponents of these bills use the word sustainable, which
is a word that has origins in conservation, but these days is a mockery of itself and often used as a way to perpetuate
wildlife and habitat exploitation. To ignore for a moment the moral question of massacring one of the most
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intelligent and social animals on this planet to satisfy our own greed, killing a keystone species like the wolf does
not in fact improve an ecosystem.

Please reconsider your actions to reduce your states grey wolf populations , the science tells a different story from
the fanatics.

Sincerely,
Jonathan Wall
Jackson, WY 83001
godwinaustenn@gmail.com



From: carolineparker2500@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Caroline Parker
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 4:51:48 PM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Caroline Parker
Mabank, TX 75156
carolineparker2500@yahoo.com
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From: zoe2.day@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Zoe Day
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 4:51:42 PM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Zoe Day
DEVON EX20 2HN
zoe2.day@hotmail.co.uk
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From: pjancarik@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pat Jancarik
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 4:51:38 PM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Pat Jancarik
Swansea, MA 02777
pjancarik@comcast.net

mailto:pjancarik@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:pjancarik@comcast.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: maxiebackhouse@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maxi Backhouse
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 4:51:33 PM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Maxi Backhouse
Vancouver, WA 98661
maxiebackhouse@yahoo.com

mailto:maxiebackhouse@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:maxiebackhouse@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: dunaev177@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alexander Dunaev
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 4:51:31 PM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Alexander Dunaev
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
dunaev177@gmail.com

mailto:dunaev177@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dunaev177@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: cereldadeheus@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cerelda De Heus
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 4:51:29 PM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Cerelda De Heus
Cedar Hill, TX 75104
cereldadeheus@gmail.com

mailto:cereldadeheus@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cereldadeheus@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: earthdream@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katherine Schoelkopf
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 4:51:27 PM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Katherine Schoelkopf
Roanoke, IN 46783
earthdream@msn.com

mailto:earthdream@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:earthdream@msn.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: s_tays@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shawn Tays
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 4:51:26 PM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Shawn Tays
Manchester, CT 06040
s_tays@hotmail.com

mailto:s_tays@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:s_tays@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: epemix@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eugenia Mixon
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 4:51:15 PM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Eugenia Mixon
Katy, TX 77449
epemix@att.net

mailto:epemix@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:epemix@att.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: Kimberly.Jauch@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kimberly Jauch
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 4:50:28 PM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Kimberly Jauch
Cincinnati, OH 45247
Kimberly.Jauch@lec.org

mailto:Kimberly.Jauch@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Kimberly.Jauch@lec.org
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: annanewandwritten@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anna Mackiewicz
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Oppose the Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:16:34 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Anna Mackiewicz
Henrico, VA 23238
annanewandwritten@gmail.com

mailto:annanewandwritten@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:annanewandwritten@gmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: orkneyaz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Garth Orkney
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Inhumane and unethical wolf eradication proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:59 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Does montana want to be known as one of the most ruthless states in the merciless killing of wolves? What a terrible
reputation to attain and horrendous public relations to deal with.

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Garth Orkney
Pinetop, AZ 85935
orkneyaz@yahoo.com

mailto:orkneyaz@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:orkneyaz@yahoo.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: rkladke@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robin Kladke
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] No to The Wolf Hunting and Trapping Proposals
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:14:08 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Montana already has aggressive hunting and trapping seasons for wolves — and its wolf population is already
decreasing. The state doesn't need to expand the seasons or approve new tools for killing wolves.

For example, I oppose rules allowing baiting wolves and killing wolves at night because they violate fair-chase
ethics and increase the risk of killing other wildlife and even family dogs.

I also oppose increasing the bag limit for wolves — a single hunter shouldn't be able to wipe out an entire pack of
wolves. And hunters should be required to obtain one license for each wolf killed.

I don't support any form of snaring, and I ask you to ban snaring on public lands and limit snaring elsewhere as
much as possible.

These common-sense measures will help save the lives of grizzly bears, Canada lynx and other wildlife, as well as
companion animals.

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Robin Kladke
Roseburg, OR 97471
rkladke@hotmail.com

mailto:rkladke@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rkladke@hotmail.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: kbjb440@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Julie Busch
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Opposing Wolf Hunting and Trapping
Date: Monday, July 26, 2021 9:15:47 AM

Dear Montana Fish & Wildlife Commission,

Dear Commissioners,

We find ourselves at a point in time in which we as humans are out of balance with nature.

In Montana, you are fortunate stewards of a grand landscape used for many purposes by many living creatures. With
the forces upon us a humans to succeed, it is very difficult to establish a balance with nature - let alone envision
what that might look like.

In my own landscape, a wooded hilly area just north of the Golden Gate Bridge, we too struggle as a community
with the balance of nature. My very suburban unfenced yard abuts others that form a wildlife corridor, through
which pass deer, coyotes, turkeys, bobcats, quail, squirrels, snakes, skunks, raccoons, and apparently mountain lions.
Predatory and migratory birds nest in our trees.

Plenty of neighbors fence their property to prevent these animals from “eating their plants” or “killing their pets.” I
would love to have beautifully landscaped yards like theirs. I would definitely get a lot more money when I sell —
like a six-figure premium. I also wouldn’t have to worry about my Siberian Husky escaping as much.

In my own journey to seeking a balance with nature, I have made choices that frankly do not benefit me personally
at all. In fact, there is an opportunity cost to my own balance sheet to allowing nature an easement on “my”
property.

We don’t all agree on what is right and what is wrong. I am not here to tell you from my dining room table in
California what to do in Montana.

But, as one animal lover to another, I’m asking you to reconsider your stance on wolf hunting and trapping - or any
kind of culling. You know as well as I do that these are extremely beautiful, intelligent, social creatures that deserve
respect. Cruelty is unforgivable

I urge you to push your creativity to consider how we can use this time to redefine the balance of wolves in your
landscape. How can you cohabitate with wolves in a new and mutually beneficial way?

Thank you for considering my comment.

Sincerely,
Julie Busch
Corte Madera, CA 94925
kbjb440@comcast.net

mailto:kbjb440@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kbjb440@comcast.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Peg Rooney
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Protect Wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 1:27:43 PM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that expand
the slaughter of wolves in Montana. Your agency knows that the science
does not support these laws. The Commission can mitigate the effects of
thses laws by:
1) Not expanding the wolf hunting and trapping season
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands
3) Prohibiting the use of bait for hunting and trapping
4.) Prohibiting night hunting across the state
Wildlife lovers from around the world come to Montana for the chance to
see wolves, providing an important economic benefit to the state. Why
would the Commission interfere with the economic gains that wolves
provide.
Additionally, if the Commission doesn't bring sensible tactics to wolf
management, the federal government will. Is that what MT wants?

Sincerely,

Peg Rooney
PO Box 60
Penrose, CO 81240-0060
drpeg@bresnan.net

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:drpeg@bresnan.net
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov


From: WildEarth Guardians on behalf of Mike Stoakes
To: FWP Wildlife
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Exercise your authority to protect wolves
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 9:27:07 AM

Jul 25, 2021

Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission

Dear Wildlife Commission,

I'm writing to express my opposition to sweeping new laws that create
the potential to expand the slaughter of wolves in Montana through
cruel and barbaric hunting practices and to urge the Commission to
exercise its authority to protect wolves.

While some may call these new laws wolf "management," the
intent is obvious: the decimation of wolf populations across Montana.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing new laws. This includes:

1) Forgoing the expansion of the wolf hunting and trapping season;
2) Banning the use of snares on public lands;
3) Prohibiting the use of baits for hunting and trapping and
prohibiting night hunting across the state; and
4) Limiting the hunting of wolves to one wolf per license, with the
lowest bag limit allowed per law applied across the state.

Wolves are an important native wildlife species in Montana and wolves
are an important part of healthy ecosystems. Wildlife lovers from
around the world come to Montana for the chance to see wolves,
providing an important economic benefit to the state.

I urge the Commission to use its discretion to protect as many wolves
as possible in implementing these cruel and barbaric new laws.

Sincerely,

Mike Stoakes
104 SE Greystone Dr
Lees Summit, MO 64063-3400
mstoakes@juno.com

mailto:action@wildearthguardians.org
mailto:mstoakes@juno.com
mailto:fwpwld@mt.gov
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